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Abstract. An asymptotic expression for the modular operators of local algebras
of observables in quantum field theory is given. In an asymptotically scale
invariant theory this leads to an identification of the spectra of all modular
operators with R+. So in this case the local algebras are algebras of type III,
and only factors of type IΠ^ can occur in a central decomposition.

1. Introduction

A characteristic feature of relativistic quantum field theory is the existence of
vacuum fluctuations for all local observables. Actually, the vacuum state,
restricted to a bounded region Φ9 has many features of an equilibrium state at
nonzero temperature. Mathematically, this analogy has been made precise by the
Tomita-Takesaki theory [1]. The vacuum vector Ω is cyclic and separating for
each local algebra 21(0) according to the Reeh-Schlieder theorem [2]. Therefore,
the theory of Tomita and Takesaki implies the existence of a positive invertible
operator Δe such that Δ^ςΆ(&)Δ^itCςΆ(&) for all ίeR, and the vacuum is an
equilibrium state with temperature 1 if Δylt is considered as the time translation
operator.

It is not clear from the beginning whether the "dynamics" which generates
these time translations has a physical interpretation. There is an important special
case, where such an interpretation is possible. Bisognano and Wichmann [3] have
shown that for the wedge W= [x e R, |x°| < x1} the operators Δ~lt coincide with
the unitary operators U(Λ2πt) which implement the Lorentz transformation

sinh2πί cosh2πί
(1.1)

Heisenberg fellow
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For an uniformly accelerated observer on the world line {Λ2πί(0, ρ, 0,0)ί6R, ρ >0},
Λ2πρτ is a translation by proper time τ, hence he finds that the vacuum has
temperature (2πρ)-1, a phenomenon, similar to the Hawking radiation of black
holes [4], which has first been discussed by Unruh [5] the connection with the
Bisognano-Wichmann result has been observed by Sewell [6]. Recently, Haag,
Narnhofer, and Stein [7] have shown that the Hawking temperature can be
explained using only local properties of the theory. They consider the scaling limit
of the theory and require that this limit is, in every admissible state and at every
point of space time, a Wightman field theory, fulfilling the spectrum condition.
Using this property of the scaling limit for points in the intersection of the future
and the past horizon (in the case of the accelerated observer considered before the
2-plane x° = x1=0) they find that the value of the Hawking temperature is
uniquely fixed.

These results strongly suggest that the modular operators of finitely extended
regions 0 might have a physical meaning, too. A purely geometric interpretation of
A0ti

9 however, seems to be possible only under special conditions [8]. Since Aφlt

induces automorphisms of the algebra of observables and therefore preserves
locality, the associated transformation of space time should preserve the causal
structure. So only conformal transformations can occur. In fact, Hislop and Longo
[9] showed that in the case of the free massless scalar field the modular operator of
a double cone induces conformal transformations

A;*φ(x)AΪ = φ(K2κt)9 (1.2)

where (Kt) is a 1-parameter subgroup of the conformal group which has a timelike
generator and leaves the double cone & invariant.

To compare this result with that of Bisognano and Wichmann one may look at
a double cone & C W which contains the origin in its closure. Then for x E (9, x
sufficiently near to the origin, the actions of Kt and Λt approximately coincide,

|xr(Kt-Λ)^0, (1.3)

where \x\2 = (x0)2 + \x\2. In the short distance limit, a general theory is expected to
exhibit conformal in variance; therefore, one may conjecture that the approximate
coincidence of A@lt and U(Λ2πt) in the neighbourhood of the origin is a general
phenomenon.

Actually, using only the fact that A~lt<Ά(λ&)A*C 21(0) for \t\ ̂  (2π) ~ l |hU|, λ<l,
which is a consequence of the identification of A ~u with U(Λ2πt) and the Lorentz
covariance of the net of local algebras, one arrives at the following result.

Theorem 1.1. For eachfe ^(R) and 0 < λ < 1 there exists a constant cf(λ) > 0 such
that:

(i) cχ;i)->0 as λ-»0, (1.4)

(ii) \\ϊdtf(t){Aϊ*-A^AΩ\\2£cf(λ){\\AΩ^ (1.5)

for all A e 9l(λ0). cf(λ) neither depends on the details of the theory nor on the size
of G.
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The proof of this theorem will be given in Sect. 2.
We would like to proceed from there to show that the spectra of ΔΘ and Δw

coincide. If the theory is dilation invariant this follows simply because in that case
we have a group of unitary operators D(λ), representing the dilations, with the
properties :

D(λ)Ω = Ω , D(λ)M(Φ)D(λ) ~ 1 = K(λ(9) , D(λ)Δw = ΔwD(λ) . (1.6)

The last relation follows from the fact that the dilations commute with the Lorentz
boosts (it would hold even without the identification of the modular transforma-
tions with Lorentz boosts since the wedge is dilation invariant). Then

bf(λ)= sup ||ίdί/(ίμ;ίUβ||{MΩ||2+μ*β||2}-1/2 = 6/ (1.7)

is independent of λ. If we choose / such that the support of its Fourier transform /
lies in the complement of the spectrum of ( — lnA&\ then the first term of the left-
hand side of inequality (1.5) vanishes, (1.5) reduces to

(1.8)

for any λ, and thus by (1.4) bf = 0 which means that the support of /lies also in the
complement of the spectrum of (— lnz)w). Since the spectrum of (— lnAw) is the
whole real axis, its complement is empty and thus the spectrum of (— Inzl^) must
also be the whole real line.

We shall show in Sect. 3 that an analogous argument with the same conclusion
can be given if the theory is asymptotically dilation invariant in the following
sense: there is a scalar Wightman field φ associated to the net of local algebras of
observables such that the Wightman functions have a scaling limit.

Can one determine also the spectra of modular operators associated to other
normal states of 5ί(0)? This question is related to the type of 2I($) in the
classification of Connes [10]. In a dilation invariant theory it follows immediately
from the general results on asymptotically abelian systems [1 1, 12] that the spectra
of all modular operators coincide with spzJ^ = R+. In Sect. 4 we shall show that
this remains true under the assumption of asymptotic scale invariance of the
Wightman field φ. In particular, this implies that the local algebras are von
Neumann algebras of type III; moreover, in a central decomposition only factors
of type lllί can occur. In the case of dilation invariant theories this improves a
result of Driessler [13].

2. Comparison of Modular Operators

Let Λ^i C ̂ 2 be von Neumann algebras in a Hubert space with a common cyclic
and separating vector Ω. For j= 1,2, S,- denotes the closure of the antilinear
operator S< 0)

Sj°Uβ = 4*β, A e r f j , (2.1)

and the modular operator Δj is the square of the positive operator occurring in the
polar decomposition of SJ9

(2.2)
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implies @(Sί)C@(S2\ and from (2.1)

S2r®(S1) = S1. (2.3)

), equipped with the scalar product

(Φ, <F)2 - (Φ, ψ) + (S2 Ψ, S2Φ) , Φ, y e 9(S2) (2.4)

is a Hubert space which will be denoted by Jf2, with the identification map / : 2tf2

. For Φ,Ψe2l(Sι\ from (2.3)

,s1Φ). (2.5)
Hence as 5Ί is closed, jft =/~ 1^(S1) is a closed subspace of Jf2. Let Px denote the
orthogonal projection from J"f2

 ont° ^Ί The operators Vj = I~i(l + A j ) ~ ί / 2 are
isometries from jf onto ̂  , with adjoints V? = (1 + Aj)1/2IPpj = 1 , 2 (P2 = 1). Thus

1

? ;=1,2. (2.6)

Equation (2.6) implies in particular that for an increasing sequence of von
Neumann algebras Jf(n\ ^C^(n)C^2, {u ̂ (n)}" ' = Ji2, the modular operators
converge in the sense of strong resolvent convergence [14]. We shall use Eq. (2.6) to
estimate the difference

(2.7)

by the time spent by A in Jfv under the time evolution corresponding to A2.

Proposition 2.1. Let Ae^ such that A2AA2

U e^ for |ί|<£τ. Then

π

Proof. From (2.6) /* = /~1(l + J^"1. We have

with fε(f)= -[sinh^ + z^π]"1, and therefore,

= s-lim$dtfε(t)I(l -P^Γ^^AΩ. (*)

For |ί|^τ one has A^AΔ^e^ hence A^AQe&tfa Γ^A^AΩe^ and
(1 — P1)I~1Ai

2AΩ = 0. Thus one can restrict the ί-integration in (*) to values |ί| >τ.
The limit ε"^0 can then be performed under the integral sign, and the proposition
follows with \\rlA^\\ = {\\AΩ\\2+ μ*ί2||2}1/2 for all ί and J Λ^|sinhπί|" l

2 l ? l-τ

~le~πτ. q.e.d.
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If one replaces Aj by euAj in Proposition 2.1, j = 1, 2, u e R, one obtains, by the
same method, the estimate

||[1 +eVI2)-Ml +^ι)~1]^ll ̂  ̂ ^n
(2.8)

The next lemma gives a connection between the resolvants (1 + Λd)"1 and the
unitaries Alt for a positive invertible operator zl.

Lemma 2.2. Lei φ e < (̂R) wiίfc f φ(w)dw = 0. Γ/ien

wiίft

Proof. Using the spectral representation of InJ, the lemma follows from the string
of identities

= ί Λ j dti^ [sinhπί] ~ V(«X'ί(*+ll)

= lim f rfwφ(w) f dt~ [sinhπ(ί + ίe)] ~ W+u>
ε^O 2

- \im$duφ(u)eε(x+u\l +ex+uΓί

ε ^O

= ίrfMφ(κ)(l+e3C+«)-1. q.e.d.

Now we have the means to prove Theorem 1.1.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let O((P) = ̂ i, <Ά(W} = Λr

2, Δβ=Δlt and 4w = ,d2. For
g e (̂R), we define

φg(u) = (2π) - J J <%(t) ( - 2i) sinh (πt)e ~ Ua .

We have the estimates

^dt\f(f)-g(t~)\ 2\\AΩ\\

which give the theorem with

cf(λ)= inf 2jΛ|/-0| + 2 ί d«|«pg| + -tanh-1A1 /V/2fdu|φ,|. q.e.d.
»e®(lR)(.

c>0
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3. The Spectrum of Δe

For a determination of spA& by Theorem 1.1 in a dilationally invariant theory one
needs some information on the quantity bf(λ) defined in Eq. (1.7). In a certain sense
the local algebras 9I(/10) must be large enough for arbitrarily small λ. We,
therefore, restrict ourselves to asymptotically dilation invariant theories. Since
there is no satisfying intrinsic definition of asymptotic dilation invariance
available, we use the following characterization: there exists a scalar hermitian
Wightman field φ which is associated to the local algebras of observables such that
the closure φ(f)~ of φf) is affiliated to 31(0) if supp/C &. Furthermore, there exists
a monotone function N : R+ -»R+ such that the scaled Wightman functions Wn

λ,

WH

λ(xl9 ...,*„) = N(λ)"(Ω, φ(λxj . . . φ(λXn)Ω) , (3.1)

converge for λ->0 in the sense of tempered distributions with lim W^ = W® different
from zero. Such a behaviour is expected for renormalizable theories with an
ultraviolet fixed point.

It is convenient to smear the field φ only over trajectories {Λtx} with xeW.
According to a result of Borchers [16] this is sufficient to get well defined
operators. We introduce the operators

φQ(g) = N(ρ)ϊdtg(ί)φ(ρ sinh2πί, ρ cosh2πί, 0, 0) , (3.2)

with ρ>0 and 0e^(R). If supp#C(-L,L) then φβ(g)~ is affiliated to
R = ρeL, where &R, jReR + , denotes the double cone with center (0,^,0,0) and
radius R. φρ may be considered as a one-dimensional field which transforms
covariantly under the Lorentz transformations Λt,

V(Λ2κJφβ(τ)U(Λ2«Γl = <Pβ(τ + ί) - (3.3)

The Fourier transforms of the two-point functions of these fields

dvβ(k) (3.4)

are positive measures. They are tempered, as a consequence of the temperedness of
the field φ; their support is the real line; this follows for instance by a
representation as an integral over mass values with the K^llen-Lehmann weight μ
of the two-point function of the field φ,

dvβ(k) = {ldμ(m*}BQm(k}}dk(N(Q)/QY , (3.5)

where Bρm(k) is an analytic function with nonnegative values for m^O 1;
furthermore, dvρ( — k) = e~ kdvQ(k) this is the expression of the fact that Ω induces a
KMS-state on the field φρ with temperature 1 and implies in particular that
multiplication by e"k does not destroy the temperedness of vρ; and finally, from the
scaling assumption on φ, the measures converge for ρ->0 in the sense of tempered
distributions to a tempered measure v0 which has the same properties.

The fields φρ can be used for an investigation of the function bf(λ). Let
/e JS?!(R) and g e ̂ (R). Then for λ>0 and ρ sufficiently small φQ(g)~ is affiliated

1 Explicitly, βm(/c) = 2m2{K1 + ίfc/2π(m)K1_ίfc/2π(m)-Kίfc/2π(m)K_ίfc/2π(m)} for mφO, where Ka

denotes the modified Bessel function of the third kind of order n [17]
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to ^(λ&l hence

^ \\\dtf(t)Δ-ίtφe(g)Ω\\2{\\Ψβ(g)Ω\\2+ H^WΓ1. (3-6)
Because of the Lorentz covariance of the field φβ (3.3) and the KMS-property of the
measure vβ, the right-hand side of inequality (3.6) is equal to

J { dvβ(k) + dvβ( - /

' ( ' '

In the limit ρ->0 the support restriction for g disappears. So varying g freely in
(̂R), one finds that the lowest upper bound of the term in (3.7) is

sup{|/(fc)|2(l+e ~k)~1, fceR}. This number, however, is equal to
\\^dtf(t)Δ~it(l-\-Δw)~'ll2\\2, which is an upper bound for the right-hand side of
inequality (3.6), since from the definition of the modular operator

\\ldtf (t)A-«(

Hence bf(λ) is independent of λ also in the case of asymptotic dilation invariance,
and one concludes that spzlc, = JR+, in the same way as in the dilation invariant
case.

4. Spectra of all Modular Operators

There are general theorems asserting that the spectra of all modular operators
coincide for asymptotically abelian systems [11,12]. In a Wightman field theory
the scale transformations of the fields act in a similar way as the automorphisms in
an asymptotically abelian system; in fact, in a dilation invariant theory the analogy
is exact. The intuitive reason for the independence of the spectrum of the modular
operator from the choice of the normal faithful state is that the unitary cocycles
relating different modular automorphism groups approximately commute with
operators A e 2I(Λ0) for λ sufficiently small; only these operators have been used to
identify spA&.

It is not known whether the general structure of quantum field theory implies
that the center of 21(0) is always contained in the center of the whole algebra of
observables [this is known to be the case e.g. for the algebra 9I(W)]. Actually,
Buchholz [18] has given simple examples of local nets, where the local algebras
have nontrivial centers, whereas the center of the global algebra is trivial; these
examples have all properties usually required with the exception of duality and the
time slice axiom.

Therefore, it is reasonable to consider also the modular operators associated to
normal states which are not necessarily faithful. If ω is a normal state of a von
Neumann algebra Jf there is a minimal projection EeJf with ω(£)=l. The
restriction ωE of ω to the reduced algebra J^E = E^VE is faithful, so one can
introduce the modular operator Aω as the modular operator associated to the pair
(ωE9 JVz). The intersection

, (4.1)
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where ω ranges over the set of normal states of Λf is an algebraic invariant of «yΓ
[19]. It coincides with the invariant S of Connes [10] if Λf is a factor.

For the determination of sp/dω we use the following criterion which is a slight
variation of a criterion of Stormer [12].

Proposition 4.1. Let ω denote a normal state of a von Neumann algebra Jf, and let
λ > 0. Then λespAωijf for each ε > 0 there is some AzJf with ω(A*A) ^ 1 such that
for all BE^,

\ω(AB) - λω(BA)\ ^ ε{ω(B*B) + λω(BB*)} 1/2 .

Proof. Let Jf act on a Hubert space 3C such that ω is induced by the cyclic vector
Ω. Let E denote the minimal projection in Jf with ω(E) = 1 . If λ e spzlω there exists,

for each ε>0, some AεJfE with ||4Ω|| = land \\(Al>2-λll2}AΩ\\ < ε/J/2. Then for

\ω(AE) - λω(BA)\ = |(z

ί *

If, on the other hand, for some ε>0 there exists an A e Λ/" with ω(A*A)^ 1 and
}1/2 for all 5e^Γ, then for

and therefore, \\(Δ^2-λ^l2}EAΩ\\ ^ε. The norm of EAΩ can be estimated by
inserting B = A*(\—E) into the criterion. Because of (1— E)Ω = Q, this gives

λ\\(l -E)AΩ\\2^ελ1/2\\(l -E)AΩ\\

and thus \\(1-E)AΩ\\ ^ελ~1/2 and \\EAΩ\\2^l-ε2λ'1. For ε</l1/2, one gets

so if the criterion is fulfilled for all ε>0 one finds λespAω. q.e.d.

Theorem 4.2. Let Jf be α von Neumann algebra with SI((P)C^C3Ϊ(WO if a

Wίghtman field φ with a scale invariant limit is associated to the local net then

Proof. We shall use the Wightman field φ to construct, for each A>0, ε>0, a

uniformly bounded sequence An e 9ί ί - 0 \ such that

114,011^1 and \\(j(AΪ)-λl'2An}Ω\\^
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for all n e N, where; denotes the modular involution of (9l( W), Ω\ i.e. j is the PCT-
transformation composed with a rotation by π in the x2 — x3-plane.

Provided these sequences exist, the argument goes as follows. Let ω be a
normal state of jV, and let Φ e Jf be a vector inducing ω. (Φ exists since Jf has a
separating vector; the argument below, however, works equally well with density
matrices.) Since the weak limit points of the sequences (\An\

2) and (\j(A* — λl/2An\
2

are localized in the origin they are multiples of the identity; hence for some n,
\\AnΦ\\ ^ 1 and \\(j(A*)-λll2AJΦ\\, \\(A*^2j(AJW\£B. But then the criterion
of Proposition 4.1 is satisfied:

\ω(A»B) - λω(BAn)\ = |([A* - λ"2j(AJ\ Φ, BΦ) + λl'2(j(An)Φ, BΦ)

It remains to establish the existence of the sequences (A^. We choose

with /e ̂ (R), c> 0 and fc e N such that the Fourier transform of/ is concentrated

around Inλ, ^4Π e 91 1 - 0} and c is sufficiently small. More precisely, we choose /

such that \\φl/H(f)Ω\\ ^ 1 + ε/3 and \\(A^2-λί/2)φ1/n(f)Ω\\ ^ε/3 for all sufficiently
large n. This is possible since the measures (1 + e~k)vρ are tempered and converge
for ρ->0. The constant c will be chosen such that (1 + A1/2)||[y4M — φ1/M(/)]Ω|| and
\\A^2(An — φl/n(fJ)Ω\\ are bounded by ε/3. This is possible uniformly in n because
of the estimates

and the assumed scaling properties of the 4-point function. Since A^/2AnΩ
=j(A%)Ω, the sequence (An) has the properties required above, q.e.d.

If a von Neumann algebra J\T with 9I(0)cΛ^C5I(WO is a factor, then the
Connes invariant S(^V) [10] coincides with S'(«ΛO, which is equal to R+ according
to Theorem 4.2. Hence Jf is a factor of type IΠj. Moreover, if E is a projection in
the center of N such that JfE = EJfE is a factor, one has S(^E) = S'(^E)
DS"(yΓ) — R+ an<3 fifths that J^ is a factor of type IΠ^ An analogous statement
holds for factors occurring in a direct integral central decomposition of JΛ

Proposition 4.3. Let ̂  be a von Neumann algebra in a separable Hilbert space. If
the invariant S'(yΓ) defined in Eq. (4.1) is equal to IR+, only type Hl^-factors can
occur in the central decomposition of Jf.

Proof. Let (σt) denote the modular automorphism group associated to a faithful
normal state of Jf, (Jf Y R\ the crossed product of Jf by σ, and Θ the dual action

of R on the crossed product. Then by a theorem of Connes and Takesaki [20]

es e S\«V) o Θs acts trivially on the center of (j
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Θ

Now let Jf = J JV(r)dμ(r) denote the central decomposition of JV. According to
Sutherland [21] there are corresponding direct decompositions of the modular

e
automorphisms, σt = J σ[r)dμ(r), of the crossed product, of the center of the crossed

®
product and of the dual action, Θs = j Θ(*}dμ(r). S'(Λ^) = R+ implies then that, for

all 5 e R, Θ(*} is trivial on the center of (Jf (r) Y RΛ for μ-almost every r. Hence, for

μ-almost every r, θ<r) is trivial on the center of (JV(r) Y^\ for all seQ and,
V ff(* )

because of continuity, for all seR. Thus S'(yΠ>)) = R+, i.e. J^(r) is a type lll^
factor for μ-almost every r. q.e.d.

The results in this section show in particular that there exist no intermediate
type I factors between 91(0) and 2Ϊ(W) in contrast to the situations considered
recently by Doplicher and Longo [22]. The physical reason is that the commutant
yt(WY of 9l(WO is the algebra associated to the left wedge W which has a common
boundary point with (9. In such a situation product states, i.e. states without
correlations between measurements in W and 0, cannot exist, a fact which was
known from the work of Roberts in the dilation invariant case [23].
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